
Mini Mushroom Farm  

Growing Instructions 

 

Thank you for purchasing Mini Mushroom Farm from Midnight Mushroom Co! We know that you’ll just 
love growing your own mushrooms at home. The bag that contains the Mini Mushroom Farm has 
everything the mycelium (white stuff) needs to produce up to 3 lbs of mushrooms. There’s no need to 
water or add anything during the growing process. All the hard work and preparation has been done to 
ensure it’s ready to grow mushrooms!  

Preparing the Mini Mushroom Farm 
1. Cut a 1-2 inch slit in the top of the bag to release the CO2.  

 
2. Squeeze out all CO2 and turn the Mini Mushroom Farm upside down. It should be able to sit flat 

on the top. 
3. With a sharp knife or razor cut the plastic like the red lines in image below. Don’t be afraid to cut 

into the mycelium, it’ll be fine!  
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4. Once the plastic is cut, pull up on the center portion of the plastic flap. This lifts the plastic just 
high enough to create a microclimate to keep high humidity.  

 
 

5. Place the Mini Mushroom Farm in a well-ventilated room (kitchen counter is perfect) with 
indirect light. Oyster mushrooms require air flow and high humidity to produce well-formed 
mushrooms.  

 

Pinning 
The next phase we are working towards is to encourage the mycelium to form pins (baby mushrooms). 
When mycelium is growing in nature it waits for the perfect opportunity to form mushrooms. The bag 
contains the right amount of nutrients and water. We just need to introduce oxygen and humidity to 
create a climate perfect for forming pins.  

 Make sure the plastic part of the bag we cut forms a small tent like the previous photo.  
 Ensure that the mycelium (white stuff) under that tent doesn’t become dry. If it does dry out, 

using non-chlorinated water, spray a fine mist of water under the flap. Just enough to see 
droplets of water collecting on the plastic. This will create a high humidity climate perfect for 
forming pins.  

 Avoid direct sunlight or fans as they will dry out the mycelium quickly.  
 Have patience! Mycelium is a living organism and can quiet literally have a mind of its own. 

When the conditions are right, we are simply encouraging the formation of mushrooms. It will 
happen, it just takes time! 
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Mushrooms! 
The most exciting part is seeing your first mushroom pins! This is where the real fun begins. The 
mycelium has now committed to growing as many mushrooms as possible. If the conditions are right, 
you will see hundreds of tiny pins. Most of those pins will stop growing (abort) to put more effort into 
the larger ones. This is perfectly normal and preferred! 

It’s now time to cut the plastic to help with mushrooms grow and not be constricted. Using scissors, cut 
the plastic along the red line as shown below. This effectively creates two flaps. These flaps can rest on 
top of the growing mushrooms. They will push it out of the way as they grow.  
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Next is the most important part of growing mushrooms, maintaining a desirable climate. Oyster 
mushrooms can grow perfectly fine in your home. However, it’s crucial that you provide a high humidity 
environment with ample air flow. Please do not place the Mini Mushroom Farm in a container or 
anything that would prohibit air flow. This would cause the mushrooms to become very long and 
fibrous.  

The best place for your mushrooms block would be in a high traffic area like your kitchen. This serves 
two purposes; the first is these areas usually have lots of air flow and the second is you won’t forget 
about it!  

 Room temperature (60-75 degrees) works best.  
 Lightly mist the Mini Mushroom Farm 1-3 times a day. This is highly dependent upon ambient 

humidity. Summer months require more misting than spring.  
 If some mushroom caps are beginning to look wrinkled and dry try upping the number of times 

you mist them per day. 
 Using a sprayer and clean non-chlorinated water lightly mist around the mushrooms.   
 Avoid letting water pool in the mushroom caps. This can cause bacteria to grow.  
 Avoid placing the Mini Mushroom Farm near a heat source (wood stove, oven, etc). Also avoid 

placing under an air conditioner vent. The air from an AC is effective dehumidified and will dry 
out your mushrooms.  

 Do not cover the mushrooms! They need lots of fresh air.  
 During rainy weather you are more than welcome to place the Mini Mushroom Farm outside. 

They love it! 

Picking your Mushrooms 
The best time to harvest your mushrooms is when the topmost mushroom cap begins to flatten out. 
This means that the mushrooms have fully matured and are perfectly ready to eat. This can happen 
quite fast so be sure to watch them closely and pick at the first sign of flattening.  

When harvesting you will pull off all mushrooms at once. The picture below shows the best hand 
position to grabbing the mushrooms and removing from the block. Push up on the cluster of mushrooms 
to release them from the block. They will break free from the block, be careful not to drop them!  
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Storing your Mushrooms 
A vented plastic container or wax paper bag is a great way to store your mushrooms. Be sure to place 
the container or bag in the back of your refrigerator. Be sure they do not freeze! They will last up to 7 
days in storage.  

Second Flush 
With each cluster of mushrooms you harvest, we call them a “flush”. After your first flush it will take 
about 1-2 weeks for the mycelium to rest before producing more mushrooms. During this time, it’s 
crucial that you do not allow the substrate to dry out. Place a plastic bag over the flaps and mist 
occasionally. It’s best to place the block away from any airflow at this point. The main goal here is to 
allow the mycelium to recover and form new pins without drying out.  

Thank you!! 
Again, thank you very much for purchasing a Mini Mushroom Farm from Midnight Mushroom Co. If you 
have ANY questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us. Please include pictures of your concerns 
with your Mini Mushroom Farm. This will better help us resolve your issue.  

 

 

Michael Schatte – Owner 

Website – https://www.MidnightMushroomCo.com  

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/MidnightMushroomCo 

 


